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Crafty Kids
Chloe is very good at sewing and crafts and when her best friend's birthday approaches, she not only creates a fabulous
gift, she also saves the day for a classmate who had been unkind to her.
Crafts and games bring lessons to life; topics that build children's faith; take-home pages to keep parents involved.
Parents and kids can read stories and make their own craft supplies with over fifty craft recipes. Mskr bubble mix,
playdough, finger paint, face paint, and so much more using easy, inexpensive supplies you probably hae around the
house.
Crafty KidsTeacher Created Materials
The companion to the #1 blockbuster bestseller, The Day the Crayons Quit! “Highly anticipated (yes, even for adults)”
—Entertainment Weekly I'm not sure what it is about this kid Duncan, but his crayons sure are a colorful bunch of
characters! Having soothed the hurt feelings of one group who threatened to quit, Duncan now faces a whole new group
of crayons asking to be rescued. From Maroon Crayon, who was lost beneath the sofa cushions and then broken in two
after Dad sat on him; to poor Turquoise, whose head is now stuck to one of Duncan's stinky socks after they both ended
up in the dryer together; to Pea Green, who knows darn well that no kid likes peas and who ran away—each and every
crayon has a woeful tale to tell and a plea to be brought home to the crayon box. Praise for The Day the Crayons Came
Home "Mr. Daywalt’s text blends with Mr. Jeffers’s illustrations to make a picture book that will have children clamoring
for more crayon adventures."—The Wall Street Journal * "A masterwork of humor and design . . . Sure to be as popular as
The Day the Crayons Quit."—Booklist, starred review * "A brilliant, colorful tale that begs to be read aloud and a musthave for all collections."—School Library Journal, starred review * "Once again, Daywalt and Jeffers create rich emotional
lives and personalities for their colorful cast, and it’s hard to imagine a reader who won’t be delighted."—Publishers
Weekly, starred review “Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers once again offer perceptive and frequently hilarious
insights…The Day the Crayons Came Home will have readers of all ages chuckling—and will inspire kids’ empathy and
imagination in equal measure.”—BookPage Praise for The Day the Crayons Quit The #1 New York Times bestselling
phenomenon—over two years on the bestseller list! Winner of the E.B. White Read-Aloud Award Amazon’s 2013 Best
Picture Book of the Year A Barnes & Noble Best Book of 2013 Goodreads’ 2013 Best Picture Book of the Year *
“Hilarious . . . Move over, Click, Clack, Moo; we’ve got a new contender for the most successful picture-book strike.”
–BCCB, starred review “Jeffers . . . elevates crayon drawing to remarkable heights.” –Booklist “Fresh and funny.” –The
Wall Street Journal "This book will have children asking to have it read again and again.” –Library Media Connection *
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“This colorful title should make for an uproarious storytime.” –School Library Journal, starred review * “These
memorable personalities will leave readers glancing apprehensively at their own crayon boxes.” –Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Utterly original.” –San Francisco Chronicle
Here's help encouraging, understanding and celebrating the Faith with your crafty kids or grandkids. They?ll discover a
fun, engaging side of the Faith as they are elbow-deep in: Resurrection beans Mini Mary garden St. Jerome bookmark
Sacred Heart candle Baby's First Mass book Together you can experience hands-on teachable moments as you enjoy
these simple, creative activities and projects ? no technical expertise required Whether the setting is a classroom or your
home, the index makes it easy to pick the right project for the child's age, your time schedule, the lesson plan, and/or the
time of year. Plus, most projects use basic and inexpensive supplies and tools, making for easy group or individual
implementation. All craft books show you how. Some craft books tell you why. This craft book helps you show them The
Way.
You don't need to be an arty creative type to be able to enjoy crafting with your young children. Mini Makers will give you
the ideas and the inspiration to experiment with an explore the hugely rewarding world of making and creating together.
Paint, draw, print, cut, stick, sew and bake your way through this book with your little makers. Projects include: Pebble
dominoes, Clay tea set, Magnetic faces, Cardboard boat and No-sew cape.
Help crafty kids find patterns with beads, ribbons, buttons, and more! This title tells the story of students preparing for a craft sale. In each of
the crafts they make, young readers can find a pattern. Vibrant images, simple practice problems, and helpful mathematical diagrams help
children discover patterns and learn about early STEM concepts. Encourage children to find patterns in all sorts of fun crafts and activities!
This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan.
Create Pretty and Inspirational Hand Lettering Projects for Your Family, Friends, and Yourself! Hand lettering is making a comeback, spurred
by platforms like Instagram and Pinterest. And not just adults are getting into hand lettering and calligraphy. Kids, too, can find relaxation as
well as enjoyment in using hand lettering to create handmade projects for themselves and their families. The Kids' Book of Hand Lettering will
introduce young crafters to the joys of hand lettering through 20 fun and inspired DIY projects that are easy to create at home. Nicole Miyuki
Santo will walk children through the basics of hand lettering, including different lettering styles and tools (markers, brush pens, and paint
pens) before they begin their projects, which include room art, bookmarks, picture frames, tote bags, party balloons and more. With full-color
instructional and inspired photos and pep talks throughout to help spark creative juices, The Kids' Book of Hand Lettering is sure to become a
modern-day hand-lettering staple for crafty kids (and their parents too).
The Crafty Art Book is filled with gift ideas and wonderful ways to wrap them up and present them. Every project has a new and creative twist
using everyday items found in the home. This appealing and imaginative book is guaranteed to keep kids occupied for hours on end. Get into
knitting, brush up your printing skills, and make personalised wrapping paper. Create boxes for filling and get crafty with cross-stitch. With
atmospheric photography and simple text, this book is filled with a great many varied projects based on different themes that encourage kids
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to expand and use their imaginations in order to take the ideas further.
Norman, a slug who wants to be a snail, is determined to find something that will work as a shell.
Describes the equipment and techniques involved in doing magic and provides instructions on how to perform a variety of individual tricks.
In today’s thriving maker culture, kids are hungry for hands-on guidance in creating stylish wearables and practical objects, or hacking and
customizing existing ones. Authors Nicole Blum and Catherine Newman get them started with complete instructions for mastering six favorite
fiber crafts. Step-by-step photos teach kids ages 9–14 the basics of how to sew, knit, crochet, felt, embroider, and weave, plus how to make
three projects for each craft. From woven patches and a knitted backpack to embroidered merit badges and a crocheted bracelet, the fresh,
kid-approved projects encourage creative variations and build confidence along with valuable life skills.
Your one-stop guide for all things crafting and parenting fun! Crafty Family Ideas will show you tons of simple crafts, recipes, and other ideas
for a creative day-to-day life. Featuring 55 delicious recipes and playful DIY projects to make – from a bubblegum machine and homemade
bug spray to a pumpkin pie garland and Christmas cookies – this engaging and entertaining guide is jam-packed with endless fun for every
season and every occasion! With an aim to inspire, entertain, and encourage creativity, this book is perfect for parents looking for fresh ideas
to make a more colorful and charming home life. Written in her relatable and humorous style author Kristin Gambaccini is known for from her
popular Kristin Gambaccini Blog, Crafty Family Ideas is a creative, must-have resource for every busy parent looking to juggle it all while
having stress-free fun!

This great book contains 28 quick, fun things for 2-5s to make grouped into three categories: Farm Animals, Sea Creatures and
Trucks/Trains/Planes.
This hands-on crafty science ebook introduces inquisitive children to the wonders of science through kids craft projects with
everyday objects. Award-winning author Jane Bull combines art, craft, and cooking activities with gentle, scientific learning,
showing children that science, technology, engineering, art, and math are all around us - and in everything we make and do! Crafty
Science contains over 20 fun-filled craft activities for kids, each accompanied by a "What's the science?" section explaining how it
works. Children will learn how to make a toy raft and discover what makes their boat float. They'll design, color, and watch a paper
butterfly balance on the tip of a pencil. Or even create a cool ice sculpture and learn about the changing states of solids and
liquids. With this educational ebook, difficult concepts like buoyancy, gravity, and aerodynamics become meaningful and
accessible to young children through play. They will discover the world around them as they have never seen it before! Little
crafters will become little scientists as they explore, experiment, make, and create their way through every STEAM project. A
super fun kids' ebook that can fill up many weekends with your children. It offers activities that are not just typically "science", but
include variety like baking, growing, and art projects. All use scientific principles to allow children to develop observational science.
Depending on your child's age, a fair amount of supervision may be necessary, but these projects are so charming that we're sure
adults will have a good time with them too! Discover Science Everywhere! Science is all around you and in everything you make
and do! Craft your way through each art, cooking, and gardening project, then learn the science behind them. Make a toy raft and
find out what makes your boat float or learn why popcorn pops. Discover your wonderful world in a completely new way. Explore
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the world of science through tons of stimulating experiments and fun activities for kids like: - Making crafty boats - Growing grass
people - Writing secret messages with invisible ink - Making meringue mountains - Creating a self-inflating balloon - And much
more!
Get out your craft supplies, because the queen of DIY is back! It’s up to Chloe to create the perfect costume—and save the day—in
this delightful follow-up to Crafty Chloe. The Parade of Books has arrived, and it’s Chloe’s chance to showcase her crafty
costume talents. Leo wants Chloe to be the Frankenstein to his Dracula, and Chloe can’t wait to dress like a monster. But when
Emma wants to wear Fairy Club costumes instead, Chloe is torn like a scrap of fabric. She doesn’t want to disappoint her
friends—but how can she possibly please them both? Luckily, a little glitter and a lot of imagination just might give Chloe the
answer!
Presents more than sixty projects made from natural materials that are available almost anywhere.
Lists craft-related websites that offer free materials
Follow Little White Arch on his journey as he wonders what his color could be. Along the way he meets many colorful characters
who help him realize the answer. A playful story about kindness, acceptance, and openness that celebrates how we are not
defined by one, but many wonderful characteristics.
50 creative yet simple projects to make for and with children, using pre-loved items.
-Veggie Animals -Stone Painting -Character Runner -Elephant Mask -Soap Bottle Bird -Hanging Butterflies -Elephant Door Hanger
-Penguin Pencil Holder -Sponge Teddy Bear Running Time: 00:29:22 SKU PV000481.
A surprise on every page! Brimming from cover to cover with projects and other paper surprises, The Kids’ Book of Paper Love,
from the bestselling editors of Flow magazine and books, is a bounty of a book that begs to be folded, cut up, collaged, doodled
on, and shared. Loop paper strips into a paper chain. Snip out bookmarks. Fold a paper house. Make photo booth props—a silly
mustache, a crown—to pose with friends. Bind up a DIY storybook and use it to sketch out adventures and dreams. Construct a
paper flower bouquet, a paper terrarium, a fortune-teller with prompts like Lend someone a book and tell them why you
recommend it. Plus there are Flow’s signature paper goodies, including a foldout paper banner, postcards, glitter stickers, a paper
doll, a two-sided poster, and so much more. It’s a pure hands-on treat. Every page is an activity! Includes: Decorative cutouts
Cards for friends A DIY storybook Stamp stickers Photo booth props …and more!
Crafty Kids takes young people on an arts-and-crafts adventure. Two dozen exciting projects in each volume develop artistic
talents with easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, illustrated with full-color photographs. These projects go beyond creating art
-- to creating Fun -- as young artists use their completed crafts in wholesome and imaginative activities, such as games, shows,
and storytelling. Most of the materials and equipment can be found around the house, encouraging kids to try the projects again
and again, often adding their own twists and variations. The possibilities are almost endless!
Craft awesome DIY electronics projects using fabric, paper, and creativity-- no prior experience necessary! This fun TAB guide
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provides an entertaining, hands-on introduction to electronics and making. The book contains 20 DIY projects that teach
electronics and craft skills using inexpensive, readily available materials. You’ll also find four fun interviews with awesome
makers. The author explains how to work with conductive thread, sewable LEDs, copper tape, small motors, simple sensors, and
more. Written by a dedicated hobbyist, The Crafty Kid's Guide to DIY Electronics: 20 Fun Projects for Makers, Crafters, and
Everyone in Between focuses on paper circuits, soft circuits, wearables, and robots. Designed for children interested in exploring,
the book is also ideal for established hobbyists with senses of humor! Inside you’ll discover how to: •Get up and running with
electronics and crafting•Build interactive paper projects that light up, buzz, vibrate, and dance•Use cardboard and origami—even
create a pop-up cityscape with lights!•Make sewing projects that use conductive thread and electricity•Assemble a constellation
night light and a grumpy monster with a tilt sensor•Add wearable technology to your gadgets•Make an LED paper flower crown
and a mood badge•Work with robotics and develop your own robot-based projects•Construct an extremely effective robot alarm
clock
6 x 9 Sketch Pad for budding artists, pint sized Picassos, and crafty kids! . 150 pages . Sketch Paper
Christmas crafts for kids including cards, ornaments, gifts, party ideas, recipes.
Hanging BatsDracula BankGhost Cup TopperHanging GhostsMonster EnvelopeMonster MaskSkull MaskPirate Hat Running
Time: 00:26:23 SKU PV000484.

Crafty Creatures is packed with ideas to create cute and quirky creatures. Award-winning author Jane Bull teaches and
inspires you to knit, sew, and construct adorable animal projects. Crafty Creatures includes over 30 inspiring projects,
from colorful, cuddly animals, to phone pouches, purses and jewelry. Create delightful stuffed animals such as felt cats,
cloth bunnies, and pom-pom creatures, then go on to make fun animal projects like wildlife mobiles, bird-shaped
potpourri sachets, and animal purses. Step-by-step photo sequences of projects ensure you'll be able to pick any activity
and sew, knit, or assemble the adorable animals with ease. Each easy-to-make project tells you what materials you'll
need, along with the techniques for knitting or stitching. Links to downloadable patterns are included for quick reference.
Crafty Creatures is perfect for budding crafters, providing creative projects that are great to keep or make as gifts for
friends and family. Create a zoo of adorable animals with Crafty Creatures!
Transform paper into unique keepsakes with hands-on crafts for kids 8-12 With a little cutting, folding, and gluing, kids
can turn paper into cool gadgets, games, and accessories--like a Starry Night Globe, a Tiny Ticket Suitcase, a Fleecy
Alpaca, and more. Creative Paper Crafts shows them how with 35 templates included right inside the book, so all they
have to do is cut them out and get crafting! With detailed instructions and step-by-step photos, kids will create their own
impressive paper treasures in no time. Tips and tricks--This book sets kids up for success with a quick introduction to
preparing their workspace, choosing materials, and paper crafting terms like "scoring" and "quilling." No special tools
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required--Kids just need some basic household items like paper, scissors, glue, and pencils to complete these projects.
For all skill levels--Kids can try out simple crafts like the Archipelago Bookmarks and the Uplifting Envelopes Card, or
more difficult crafts like a Scaled-Down Crown and a Book Nook Alley. Help kids have a blast learning new skills with this
book of awesome paper crafts.
Sometimes school can be scary and even embarrassing, but not today. Today is Birdie’s birthday, and everything will be
perfect! Birdie's panda-riffic cupcakes are beautiful, and there’s one for everyone. She will be the star of the class. But
then . . . disaster! A trip and fall on the way to school means no more cupcakes! Who can save the day? Who can make
the class smile again? This is a job for Birdie’s alter ego . . . the Amazing Crafty Cat! After a quick transformation, Birdie
is ready. She’s not afraid of sticky paws or paper cuts. She’s not afraid of anything, even Anya, the class bully. It’s time
to get crafting! From Just Grace and Fashion Kitty author Charise Mericle Harper comes the first volume in a hilarious,
charming, and sweet graphic novel trilogy for young readers about a little girl who can craft her way out of any situation.
Each volume includes fun and simple instructions for do-it-yourself crafting activities. Get your paws ready for crafty time!
-Origami Dog Card -Origami Cat Card -3D Card -Standing Gift Card -Newspaper Gift & Card -Funny Face Mask -Egg
People -Finger Characters Running Time: 00:26:24 SKU PV000488.
Help young children learn and practice the alphabet while having fun with paper crafts! 3D Paper Crafts for Kids is an
exciting and easy project guide that carefully illustrates how to create 26 charming projects from paper and other
household items. Organized in alphabetical order, have fun creating giraffes, kites, owls, queens, trees, zebras, and so
much more! From buttons and yarn to seeds and pipe cleaners, every project is perfect and simple for even the youngest
mind to make. Featuring step-by-step instructions, coordinating photography, and templates, this must-have arts and
crafts book encourages education along with hands-on fun!
Help crafty kids find patterns with beads, ribbons, buttons, and more! This title tells the story of students preparing for a
craft sale. In each of the crafts they make, young readers can find a pattern. Vibrant images, simple practice problems,
and helpful mathematical diagrams help children discover patterns and learn about early STEM concepts. Encourage
children to find patterns in all sorts of fun crafts and activities!
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